
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS : FORESTRY AND 
SOCIETY 

Those of you who were present at the 1975 Coaferenoe will 
recall that we spent some time discussing the Institute Report 
on the Belech Scheme. During that discussion an itssue raised 
was whether we, as foresters, were competent to consider 
the social implications of the Schemes. I was surprised to find 
that several speakers thought that we were not and that 
foresters should not be ~oncerned with social factors; they 
should not, as it werc, bat outside their forestry crease on 
the resource management wicket. To me such a polint of view 
is totally unacceptable and a negation of the role of foresters 
in society. So there and then I had the subjcct for my 1976 
address - Forestry and Society. I t  is no coincidenoe that 
there is a course olf that name in the curriculum for the 
Bachelor of Forestry Science degree at Canterbury. The social 
and sociological implications of forestry form a subject of 
great scope and colmplexity which few people are qualified to 
handle comprehensively and objectively, certainly not myself. 
But an understanding \of it is so vitally important folr effective 
fairest management that it must be tackled, and by foresters 
because nobody else appears to be doing so in a practical way. 
Anid so I make this attempt, admittedly not comprehensive in 
a sociological sense, and sometimes subjective, tot determine 
what people want and hoiw some of their wants may blest be 
supplied by our profession. 

WHAT DO PEOPLE WANT? 

What do people want? Before the question can be answered 
there must be some sort olf understanding of what people 
are, a consideration which should\ have made me abandoln 
this whole project; for colmprehensive understanding of people 
seems proplerly beyond mortal insight. Tho~se who1 do claim 
some special knowledge about the nature and behaviour oif 
men tend olften to disagree. However, this situation can be an 
encouragement to continue. If nolbo'dy knows all the answers, 
and if those who think that they knotv some of them disagree 
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amongst themselves, then surely we can be permitted to de- 
velop a philosophy and a working hypolthesis to enable more 
sensible dlecisions to: be made about the use of fo~rest re- 
sorurces. Anyway, this is the rationale folr this attempt to 
present a forester's working view of his clients, the people for 
whoim he manages foirests. I must not try to set myself up as 
a sociodogist, either a scholarly one or a homespun one. I am 
simply a generalist folrester trying to recogni~se his ultimate 
objectives. 

I have, of course, gone to authorities to: learn solmething 
of their views on pcople and their behaviour. Most of these 
are sociologists and I have been impressed by the work of 
Robert Ardrey, a playwright turned anthropologist, even 
though it is criticised strolngly by some social scientists. As 
I have said, there is disagreement among the social scientists 
about the nature and bchaviour of men, but there are also 
large areas of agreement, oir at least parallel views, and these 
have enabled me to make broad inferences. I present these 
with diffidence, but I shall proceed and construct a working 
hypothesis. And better a working hypothesis than no hypothe- 
sis at all; at least working hypotheses permit consistent de- 
cisions. 

PEOPLE AS INDIVIDUALS 

Despite the dogma of s~ome idealists and the Am~erican 
Constitution, mankind is composed olf unequal individuals. 
I can hardly sing a true notte; yet many olf you can sing 
superbly. One can think of myriad similar examples. The 
funldamental principle is not equality of capability, fo'r this 
is patently absurd, but equality of opportunity which to1 me 
reprpraslents the highest kind oC individual freedotm. Indeed, it 
is claimed that the development of individuality has been the 
hallmark 'of western culturle and, although many dispute it, 
that the development of government in modern democratic 
socie~ties has, on the whole, resulted in increased freedom 
for the average person (9 - p. 465). On this premix, and if 
technology continues to provide both greater leisure and 
higher standards o~f living, such growth in individuality seems 
likely to continue (9 - p. 484). But for all his recent ernancipa- 
tion, man has spent almost all his history forccd to hunt 
incessantly sol that there are many attributles necessary for 
hunting built into his genotype, including aggression (3 - pp. 
301, 337, 338). Morris (11) presents a "warts and all" picture 
of man as a human animal, masquerading as a civilized citi- 
zen, who is desperately trying to recolncile his awkward, in- 
herited qualities with his nlew urban environment. I find con- 
vincing, at least in part, his view of Homo sapiens as a sort 
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of "Beverly Hillbilly", often out of place but trying to stay 
there. 

Ardrey (3 - pp. 91, 289) claims that man has three innate 
necds which delmand to be satisfield; the highest of these is 
identity, next is stimulation, and the lotwest is security. He 
goes on to polint out that the antitheses of these are, in order, 
anonymity, boredom and anxiety; what a familiar ring these 
three words have at the present time! The psychologist Mas- 
low (in 9 - p. 49) describes man's innate needs rather dif- 
ferently; he says the most basic requirements aae, in turn, 
physiollogical needs, the need for safety, "belongingness" and 
love, esteem, and finally realisation of one's potential in action. 
Other workers (9 - pp. 26-31) also acknowledlge elemental 
physiological needs, including sexual gratification, and add 
physical safety. To these they link needs which are acquired 
rather than innate; which include power, material possessions, 
satisfaction of intellectual curiosity, peace of mind, aesthetic 
satisfaction and creatrive oppolrtunities. Zweig (18) emphasises 
man's need for dignity and self-respect. 

Somc of these human needs are beyond the influence of 
forest management and we need not concern ours~elves with 
thelm. But there appears to be a great deal of common ground, 
in the identification by authorities I have consulted, of human 
needs which can be provided, at least in part, by forestry, and 
these should demand our attention. It is polssible, with some 
subjective manipulation, and without any implications of 
priority. to summarise them as security, stimulus, aesthetic 
satisfaction and creative activity. These are presiented as reIe 
vant individual human needs, a blend of the innate and the 
cultivated, to folrm plart of the working hypothesis. We shall 
come to them again soon, but before we do so we should look 
at man, not as an individual, but as a group member. 

PEOPLE IN GROUPS 

Considering man's individual wants is only part of the study. 
Man has been described as a social animal (15 - p. 75) who 
can develop his full potential only in solcietile~s. Again the 
experts present different concepts of societies. Wynn-Edwards 
(in 2 - pp. 172-3) defines a society as a group of individuals 
competing for conventional prizes by conventio~nal means, a 
definition which implies that the game must be played so that 
the team as a whole does nolt get hurt. Ardrey (3 - p. 3) says 
that "a society is a group of unequal belings olrganized to 
meet colmmon needs", the group providing iddividuals with 
equality of oppolrtunity to develop their genetic poitentials 
and so better serve the group. Ra te r  (13 - p. 209) states that 
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invention comes from individuals, who are encouraged and 
assisted by the group. Much of all this conforms to the theme 
of the social ooiztract; society proitects and nurtures the indi- 
vidual who, iolr his part, submits to1 the order olf the group 
and respects the wants of oither members off the group (3 - 
pp. 92, 101, 220). Gerhard and Jean Lenski point out that 
one of the tremendous advantages of societies is that they 
provide individuals with opportunities for educztion, which, 
of course, can only be to the long-term advantage of the group 
(9 - pp. 14, 16). Morris (11 - p. 23) expresses a oamimon 
observation when he says that a universal characteristic of 
human groups is intra-group co-operation when facing out- 
wards and intra-group competition when facing inwards, the 
former ensuring the security of the group, the latter ensuring 
the efficiency olf the grroup. This closing of ranks in face of 
poitential threats from outside the group is a trait which has 
been exploited by dictators and politicians for millennia. The 
aggregation of preservation organisations to proteist against 
threats, real or exaggerated, to our indigenous folrests is an 
example of such facingoutwards group behaviour. 

We may rail ablout the universal drift to the aitiies but there 
is a point of view (3 - p. 218) that people cluster in cities 
because they want to, not because they have to. People do 
appear to enjoy the stimulus of cities, although they experi- 
ence disadvantage~s, and major ones too. They tend to feel de- 
personalised in the cities and to lose their close association 
with other peoplie. Zweig (18 - p. 137) says that, "the need 
and quest folr fellolwship are deeply ingrained in the human 
condition and they cannot be starved for long." (Morris (11 - 
pp. 20, 243) writes about man losing his identity living in a 
"super-tribe" and the need for him to retrieve his "village- 
community feeling of solcia1 identity". He goes on to suggest 
holw, in an effort tot gain status, would-be leiaders, frustrated 
in the massive "super-tribes", compete for dominance in 
smaller sub-groups and cults (11 - p. 57). The development 
of such smaller voluntary sub-groups, where an indiviidual 
can have "tribal" identity, is a featurre of current urban life. 
I t  does not take a great amount of imagination to recognise 
the poisisibility of voluntary conservation organisations, and 
also professlional societies, as constituting such sub-groups. 
Catton (6 - p. 77) recognises const~mmatory voluntary assob 
ciations as being organised to help their members enjoy ski- 
ing, tramping, etc., and instrumental voluntary associations 
- conservation groups are good examples - which seek to 
influence public policies. 

Allied with the formation of sub-groups is the emergence 
of a distinct culture of the young, which Sugarman (15 - p. 
64) says is a new phenomenon in Britain. The basic aspira- 
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tions of youth groups - resistance to adult authofrity and 
desire for fun and excitement - remain constant from year 
to year, but the way in which these aspirations are expressed 
changes constantly. The Lenskis (9  - p. 407) say that this 
appears to be a deliberate strategy to keep thle adults con- 
tinually at a distance; they can never learn the new rules in 
time to catch up. Sugarman (15 - p. 72) points out that 
anolther trait of the young is an emphasis on spontaneous 
gratification in contrast to the conventional emphasis on de- 
ferred gratification. They prefer to live for the moiment than 
to wolrk hard now for rewards later. (Perhaps the disapprolba- 
tion of the "o~ldies" is tingeld wth jealousy.) Mo'rris ( 11 - p. 
61) says that a new feature o~f "super-tribes" is that age classes 
arc emerging with a widening gap between "young adults and 
olld adults". An extreme manifestation of a distinct youth cul- 
ture in modern democratic societies is the violent student 
demonstration which, sugge~sts Turner (17 - p. 328), cc~uld 
be due to initially ingenuous ideas abojut politics and the 
recognition later olf the gap between the ideal and reality. 

Now the relevance of these sub-groups in the current con- 
text is that different ones loolk at forest resources in different 
ways and have ~dlifferent preferences about fo~rest management. 
Young adults will tend tot use national parks and State forest 
parks in different ways froim old adults. Cattoa (6 - p. 89) 
presents data which suggest that people with an urban up- 
bringing tend to set higher store on wilderness values than 
people with a rural upbringing. Also, he1 demonstrates, so 
da those with higher educational attainments. There is 
stratification even within the sub-groups. Fairbrother (in 14 
- p. 331) divides members of amenity societies into three 
classles: "mrversers" who1 want to put the clock back to the 
"beautiful" pre-industrial world; "shunters" who accept the 
unsightly developments1 of the moldern industrial state but 
who do not want to1 live next to them; and "translators" who 
propose to accept such industrial developments but to) intra 
duce them so that the least harm, or even benelfit, accrues 
to the environment. In a study olf the conservatilon movement 
in the United States, Harry et al. (in 14 - p. 328) point out 
that the movement appearis to1 be made up largely of upper- 
middle-class pcople with professional occupations. I t  is im- 
polrtant for the folre~st rnanagelr to1 be able to recognise the 
different sub-groups which impinge upon his management, 
and the differing sets of values which they hold. 

Nolw the working hypolthesis can be advanced to1 the stage 
where we can lolo~k in more detail at the human needs recog 
niseid earlier and co~nsidlelr how they relate to fo~restry. These 
needs can be regarded as slelarches which motivate human 
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behavitour: a search folr security, a search for stimulus, a 
search fo,r aesthetic satisfaction and a search for creative 
activity. 

THE SEARCH FOR SECURITY 

There are three elements in the search focr security: eco- 
nomic security, enviroamental stability and, although the con- 
nection may seem tenuous initially, personal space and 
privacy. Surely there is little necld here to elabolrale on the 
first. The indicative planning which has resulted froim the two 
Fo~restry Development Conferences and which is summarised 
quantitatively in the National Planning Moidlel, shoiws holw 
the production and processing of wood to satisfy both dalmes- 
tic and overseas markets can colatribute significantly to 
natiolnal wealth and individual well-being. There is some op- 
position tor the planned folrest development. The proponretnts 
of zero growth press for a reductioin in the proposed afforesta- 
tioln programmes. I do1 not wish to get involved in this1 argu- 
ment in this adidress, slave to! reiterate a general paint olf 
view which I pu~t folrward at the Conference last year. Blefore 
we can achieve zero industrial grolwth (which we must do 
eventually), we must achieve, more or less on a global scale, 
zero population growth. Becausie this is an impo~s~sibility in 
the short term, industrial growth must continue foir the pre- 
sent. As the non-renewable raw materials so useful for our 
technotlogy and culture becoline depleted, thiey can only be re- 
placed by renewable raw materials, amongst which woiod will 
be prominent, even dominant. It is possible, indeed it is likely, 
that next clentury civilisation will be scrabbling for resources 
of energy and consumable o~r fabricating materials. The obliga- 
tions for fo~restry are clear: as much wood as possible must 
be provided commensurate with least harm to enviroamental 
and social values. 

Again thelre is little need, before this audience, to plead 
folr that stewardship of folrest resources which will achieve a 
stable environment. The nee~d to1 proltect environmental values 
is now being pressed by many conservation organisations with 
skill, articulateneiss and solmetimes with an element oif un- 
scrupulousness. But do not forget that this Institute was 
well in the van oif the conservation movement in New Zea- 
land with the submission, in 1957, of a most comprehensive 
statement to the Parliamentary Select Co~mmittee on Solil 
Conservation and Rivers Control. The Institute remgnised 
then, as is more widely appreciated today, that the prime 
objective in mountain-land management in New Zealand is 
to keep the vegetative cover as complete and thrifty as pos- 
sible so that ero~sion remains at a natural minimum, the 
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drainage channels are kept stable, and aggradaticm on the 
flood plains, where human investment is concentrated, is 
minimised. Similarly, there is no neled to elaborate on the 
importance of controlling effluent from wooid processing so 
that air, land and water ecosystems are not despodlcd. I wmld 
expect that most of you here would accept the relevant prin- 
ciple proposed at the November session of the recent Forestry 
Development Conference (10) that, "In the disposal from 
wolod processing into air, land and water environments, the 
principal olbjective should be that ecosystems do not becogme 
overlo+aded with more waste material than they can absorb 
and so do not deteriorate significantly in quality." This ap- 
proach implies survey before the establishment o~f mills and 
monitolring when they arre running. 

Economic and environmental aspects) have been accorded 
priolrity in man's search h r  sacurity, and understandably so? 
But there is anoither aspect which is1 no~t so obvious but which 
has received a great deaI of attention in relcent years, largely 
due to Ardrey who in 1967 published a colnvinciag and widely- 
acclaimed boiotk, The Territorial Imperative. In it he demoln- 
strated persuasively the importance o~f the human instinct to 
posslass and defend territolry. Later, in anlother widely read 
bolok, Ardrey (3 - pp. 227, 233, 240) develops this theme to 
the recognitioln of human neeid for persolnal space, and also 
for social space which tends to be denied by urbanisation. 
A similar idea is prolmotetd by Molrris (11 - p. 40) who says 
that all tho~se who1 live in citileis suffer f~qom mild claustro+ 
phobia. This need folr individual space seems, ultimately, to 
be part of the need folr security; without adequate individual 
space we find it hard to live in mental comfort. The s~earch 
for personal space - it is akin to a search $or privacy - can 
be seen at holiday time in any camping ground in any domain, 
natioBnal park or State forest park as recreational uselrs 
cherish their camping sites and exhibit, or conc~eal, resent- 
ment at the incursioln of late-comers on tot their privacy. 
Obvious implicatiolns folr the management of recreational 
forests are the skilful planning of camp-grounds, with well- 
defined site boundariew and the provision of vegetative screens 
for privacy. Also necessary is the restriction of numbers in 
recreational areas which receive particularly heavy use, as 
much for the peace of mind of the human user as for the 
protection of the site itself. 

THE SEARCH FOR STIMULUS 

We can o;bserve in our friends and associates some who 
are over-stimulated and some who are not stimulated enough. 
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We all need some stimulus but the ideal requirement is that 
each individual receives the amount of stimulation appro- 
priate for him, which will depend on many attributes, in- 
cluding his age and the spurring he receives in his work-a-day 
world. Morris (11 - p. 180) writes of the "stimulus struggle" 
and explains that the individual's aim is to get the optimum 
amount of stimulus from his environment - i.e., somewhere 
between over-stimulation and under-stimulation. Many indi- 
viduals in urban societics, often the older person who1 is 
extended in holld~ing down a demanding job and maintaining 
the status assolciated with it, does not need further stimulus. 
His need is not so much for excitement as for serenity. He 
necds the beauty and tranquillity of forest lands, especially 
the national parks and State forest parks, to help reduce his 
tensions and restore his perspectives. Because this type of 
person is older he will be less hardy physically and will re 
quire facilities of access and accommodation if he is to be 
able to use to1 the full the recreational opportunities in these 
forests. which he necds. If he does require1 a measure of 
stimulus, it may well be provided by study, to varying depths, 
of aspects of nature which surround him. Catto'n (5 - p. 7) 
infers that, "wilderness use is mo'tivatied to a substantial de- 
gree by the intellectual puzzles nature presents to1 the human 
visitor." It  is virtually impossible to estimate the proportion 
of the New Zealand population which falls within the category 
of the over-stimulated man but we can note that 28% of the 
people are 45 years or older (1). 

On the olther hand, the need forr stimulus on the part of the 
young and those ollder people who1 are under-stimulated in 
their jobs is a force to be reckorued with. If not met in con- 
structive and so~cially-acceptable ways, it can erupt in ways 
that all of us here find reprehensible, in violen~~e anld other 
aberrant manifestations. The court nates in the newspapers 
provide many examples of this. And we should remember 
that aggression is regarded by some social scientists as being 
a prominent part of the human genotype. Cattoa ( 6  - p. 84) 
suggests that a quest for uncertainty is one of the motiva- 
tions of people who are attracted to the recreatiolnal use of 
wilderness areas. He cites research undertaken by Emerson 
as a member of a team climbing Mt Everest. Emerson found 
that, if success seemed highly probable or if failure seemed 
highly probable, there was less motivation in the team. When 
there was genuine uncertainty about success or failure, 
mottivation was! high. This inference rings true when one 
thinks of the many young people who use our remote moun- 
tain-lands in holiday time, relishing testing their mettle againlst 
untouched environments, enjoying the uncertainty. Again, 
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while ackno~wledging that it is virtually ~mpossible tot esti- 
miate the proportion molf the population which is under- 
stimulated in this way, we can note that the 15-29 age class 
forms 24% lof the population. 

In this respect I join with Bruce Watson (pers. coinm.) in 
suggesting that the managers of mountain-lands have often 
gone tolo far in providing river-crossings, goold tracks and 
comfo~rtable huts'. The provision of these facilities has to a 
large extent remolved the uncertainty from living and travel- 
ling in the mountain-lands. Assuredly they have been made 
safer but, also as pointed out by Bruce Watson, an undesirable 
consequence has been that many young peoplle have not had 
to learn how to cross rivers, how to find their way across 
untracked terrain and how to fly-camp. The acquisition oE these 
skills is ultimately the best way of achieving safety in the 
mountains. By stopping the provision olf further cC these 
facilities, perhaps even by removing some of those which are 
already established, we can ensure that the innate human nced 
for excitement and uncertainty can be satisfied. We ignore 
this need at our peril and it seems1 to) mie that we have leaned 
to10 far towards a well-intentionad but unrealistic, protective 
attitude. 

The forest managicment problem is how to accommol&te 
both those who sleek tranquillity with faci6itilels and tholse 
who seek excitement without them. Some sort olf zoning 
is the obvious answer and of course this is being instituted 
in part with the establishment of wilderness areas. But I 
suspc t  that the wilderness areas are being proclaimed with- 
out a very clear idea of the areal proportion they should 
cmstitute to meet the neeids olf the stimulus seekers. What 
selams to be needed is the development of a system oif quality 
classificatio~n for recreational areas oif forests which would 
take into accolunt the differing wants of various groups and 
sub-groups of the community sad their respective propor- 
tions. 

Perhaps the approach I have takein in relation to satisfying 
the search for stimulus has bejen tolo conservative - tolo 
square and tolot simple. The assumption has been that recrea- 
tional benefits in the folrests comprise only those related 
directly to the forest and the site. There could be other 
slources of stimulus in folrests. Richardson (14 - p. 329) sug- 
gests that -h Great Bntain a predominantly urban population 
will want urban recreational facilitilels when it visits the 
forests. He suggests that fo'resters should be resolrt managers 
rather than resource managers, and dels~cribes the provision 
in Danish forests ohf such urban delights as striptease jolints. 
I am not qualified to colmment on strip-tease joints but there 
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is much that is sound in his general theme; this point of view 
must be taken into account. 

THE SEARCH FOR AESTHETIC SATISFACTION 

The introlduction of gotod landscaping into folrest manage- 
ment, so that the foaest stands are themselves appealing in 
a visual sense, and so that they fit well into the total land- 
scape, can provide a lot of aesthetic satisfaction for the rural 
traveller. Indeed, T believe that this aspect of forestry is blei- 
calming so impo'rtant that all comprehensive forestry courses 
should include formal tuition in landscaping principles. 

Affolrestation with pure radiata pine in localities where the 
landscaping effect is particularly impo'rtant, as within the 
visual colrridor olf a main highway, may not provide goold 
landscape: Yet a deliberate diversification of species throiugh 
the use of' attractive slo~wer-growing species in key places to 
give visual variety and visual stability as propoised by Chal- 
lenger (7), o~r  through an attractively scallope~d road- 
sidle margin studded with small hardwood groups, may lle~aven 
the radiata pine matrix to give an impressive landscaping 
effect. It must be conceded that, usually, landscaping input 
reducns wooid output; there is a resultant reduction in wolod 
production d m  to1 admixtures of species less productive than 
radiata pine, or  to a net reduction in the pro~ductive area due 
to  forest being planted short or the inevitably straight legal 
b~o~undary. Such a reduction in prolductivity may bn of the 
order olf 5 to 10%. A comparable figure which has been sug- 
gested fo'r amenity forests in the Taupoi District is 25% (7 - 
p. 210). But few would deny the justification, in terms of 
optimal land use, of some reduction in wood productivity for 
the sake of p o d  landscape. 

G~eneral environmental benefits like golod landscaping must 
be paid for. Thomson (16 - p. 215) has laid dotwn, inter alia, 
the sound dictum that, 'The community rather than the forest 
owner or  buver of stumpage should pay for social forestry 
benefits when these have involved extra expenditune". In  the 
case of State folrestry there is no problem about who pays; it 
is the taxpayer. In  the case of private forestry it seen=# only 
reas~onable for the taxpayer to compensate the forest ojwner 
for his loss in productivity or his increased cosls. A system 
o~f scenic easements with owners receliving recolmpense from 
the public purse was suggested as a general environmental 
measure a t  the 1970 Physical Environment Conference. I t  
should not be too difficult to apply this principle to the man- 
agement of private production forests. 
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THE SEARCH FOR CREATIVE ACTIVITY 
Many people have jobs which are not salisfying in a creative 

sense; the basic tragedy is that their genetic potentials fire 
not bsing realised and thcy search for opportunities. Here is 
a large untapped human resource, some of which could be 
funnelled into forestry. Surcly wc have the wit tor develop 
ways and means for this. I am not thinking about the normal 
duties and responsibilities assolciated with grotwing wolod, 
firlei protection, animal control, etc. I am thinking of the 
myriad', non-revenue bearing but impolrtant, aspects of forrest 
management which affect environmental quality. For instance, 
why should not a forest manager approlach a branch of the 
Royal F o ~ r ~ s t  and Bird Protectioin Society and ask them to 
undertake a programme to improlve bird habitat in an exotic 
production forest by distributing and maintaining bird nesting 
boxes. In  return a small regular donation could be made to 
the branch's funds and the participants could! be given some 
rights of entry into the folrest. There are many such oppor- 
tunities to absorb people's creative capacities in forestry. 

Indeed an impolrtant start has already beL% made in this 
direction with the commence-ment of the practice of con- 
sulting the public about forest management plans before final 
decisions are made. Here the public has the oppolrtunity of 
being creative by advising what should be done and how it 
should be done. Gooid examples are the beech schemes and 
the lenvironmental impact reports associated with afforesta- 
tioin and hydro#-electric schemes. 

I t  may seem to the planners that more brick-bats are thrown 
than bouquets; perhaps they are, but nevertheless many 
creative suggestiolns have been made and adopted. The ad- 
visory committces folr the various State forest parks, and the 
various national park bolards enable creative contributions 
by honorary workers who strive to  enhance forest manage- 
ment. Perhaps thc moist impolrtant feature is that those mem- 
bers olf the public, who have the inclination to make creative 
contributions, are enabled to dot so in a manner which en- 
ables them to identify with the management of the forest. 
And finally, in this context, we should look to a mote in our 
own eye before we concern ourselves with one in our brother's 
eye. In  his plledictionls abouit production forestry in the 1980s 
Bunn ( 4  - p. 184) warned that wle shall have to make some 
jobs in forestry molre satisfying for the workers. Many are 
unacceptably m~onotoaous and uninspiring. 

THE PREFERENCE FOR EGALITARIANISM 
There is a feature which is a characteris.tic off the N'ew 

Zealand way of life and which is indicative olf the socio- 
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cultural stage oC our development. Collette (8  - p. 42) points 
out the strong tendency to1 homogeneity and egalitarianism 
that is a distinctive featurc of New Zcaland society. I t  is not 
always coil~sistent but it exists to the extent that most of us 
are aware of it and delight in it. I t  conforms to that funda- 
mental requirement for individual freedom which we coln- 
sidelled at the outset: equality of oppolrtunity for the indi- 
vidual. Most likely it has its origins in the frolntier-type his- 
tory of our country. Gerhard and Jcan Lenski ( 9  - p. 261) 
acknowledge that innovations become accepted and old 
rigidities disappear in frontier arcas sol that a highly eqali- 
tarian pattern of small farms is likcly to  d~evclop. But, they 
also point olut that, as the frontier becolmes developsd, tradi- 
tional social patterns begin to  assert themselves unless this 
is prevented by the introductioc of industrialisation. This 
has belx partly the New Zealand sequencc so perhaps we 
can ascribe our degree of hornogencity and egalitarianism to 
an amalgam of an industrialised urban solciety and a highly 
mechanised agrarian society. Whatever the causal complex, 
we have the good fortune to1 live in a comparatively classlelss 
democracy where privilege is naQ entrenched. As a result, our 
society seeks its leisure and recreation in an egalitarian and 
dcrnocratic way. 

This national attitude is reflected in the absence oif exclusive 
rights and privileges for any individual or section of the 
community on p~ublicly-owneldl forest land, and rightly so. 
Some years ago1 there was a great deal of discussion about 
the building of private holiday holmes in State forests, along 
the lines of the privately-owned summer hornas in the Ameri- 
can National Forests. Fortunately these have never eventuated 
and the climate of opinion now seems to be even cololer to- 
wards them. Inevitably these would have becofme helritable 
and transferable with consequent speculation and a tendency 
for benefits and rights to accrue unfairly tor wealthier people. 
The danger appears to be well past with regard to private 
holiday homes in publicly-olwned fo'rests but there arc other 
hazards. Thcre is always the risk of grolups of sportsmen ob- 
taining exclusive hunting rights over sectolrs of State folrests 
o r  national parks, molre likely de  facto than de jure, but ex- 
cluslive rights nevertheless. There is also the danger of feral 
game animals being husbanded on Cralwn leasehold retired 
from grazing folr the exclusive enjoyment olf tourists. These 
are features which must be carefully watched, especially now 
that we se-m to be a little closer to solme form of game man- 
agement of deer. 

This, then, is my working hypothesis. Regrettably I have 
had to cwer this colmplex fielld in sholrt order so that the 
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treatment has been only preliminary, indeed skimpy, but I 
have covered the main polints of my own philo~sophy. I believe 
that our prime obligation to New Zealand solciety is tot help 
its mcrnbers in their pursuit of security, ~stimulus, aesthetic 
satisfaction, creative1 activity and egalitarianism. You may ac- 
cept it or you may not. Whether you do! or do not is not really 
highly important. What is impo~rtant, may I respectfully sug- 
gest, is that each of us has an explicit working hypothesis 
which, from regular and careful examination, he considers 
suited tot the comprehensive folrestry needs of his fellolw New 
Zealanders. Then I am sure that we shall be able to make 
bcttcr decisions abcut the management of our forest re- 
sources. People are our business as much as trees. 
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